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Octavus Roy Cohen Sponsors Writing Fraternity On Campus

COLONEL f. S.MOORMAN IS NEW PMS&f
Gamma Alpha Mu Frat To
Be Established This Fa!
Student Scriveners May Submit
Work for Approval; Details
Later
TO GIVE PINS
When Dr. Octavus Roy Cohen, internationally known writer, came to
Clemson College last June to deliver
the address to the graduating class,
he made a private statement that will
come as great news to everybody interested in Clemson, but particularly to
those who would learn to write.
GAMMA-ALPHA MU
Early in September an
honorary
fraternity, Gamma Alpha Mu, will be
definitely organized and members elected
Dr ^Vhen ha" ..vev frenejtv^iy
agreed to act as judge of material
submitted by aspirants, and to offer
suggestions to hopeful young writers.
Any student may apply for membership by submitting two or more manuscripts in the field of journalism, fiction, belles lettres, or poetry. Accord(Continued on page two)

GRADUATING MEN
GET JOBS: VARIOUS
POSITIONS ARE HELD

JOE SHERMAN TO HAVE
CHARGE OF TIGER GRID
PUBLICITY; IS AP MAN

(Continued on page eight)

The rich make up their bed ana
have to lie in it; politicians make up
their bunk, and have to lie out of it.
Holmes
If you rob a man with a pistol it's
pretty bad, but if you use a pen it's
considered all right.
—Brearlcy
If you're not a plutocrat your teeth
are filled with some mercury compound.
—Hunter
He
wasn't such a
'good'
poet
laureate; he was the king's canary,
but he just couldn't chirp.
—Ran

HAS FINE RECORD
Colonel Thomas S. Moorman, Class
of '96, is detailed to Clemson as Dean
of the School of Military Science and
Tactics, according to advance notices
received here.
This will not affect
the status of Colonel R. John West
as Commandant of Cadets.
NEW P. M. S. & T.,
Colonel Mnnmian. P.? P. M. S. & T.
will have chaige of aiT teaching of
R. O. T. C. students at the institution.
Born in this state in 1875, the
Colonel was admitted into the Army
from South Carolina. He served in
the Spanish American War as a
commissioned officer in the Volunteer
forces.
(Continued on page seven)

MANY NOTED SPEAKERS
TO BE HERE FARMERS'
WEEK, AUGUST 14-17
Tugwell, Byrnes, Smith, Wilson
And Others To Deliver
Addresses

Cadet Officers
Named For Year

HUGE CROWD EXPECTED

Farmers' Week, Aug. 14-17, will include both of South Carolina's United
States Senators E. D. Smith and James
I F. Byrnes; Under Secretary Rexford
1 Tugwell, U. S. Department of Agriculture; Dr. Frank
Bohn,
noted
publicist who attracted much attention
at previous Farmers' Weeks; Hon.
Neville Bennett, chairman of the. House
Ways and Means Committee of the
Legislature; and probably Secretary of
Labor Frances Perkins.
INFORMING TALKS
"These addresses are sure to be
both informing and inspirational," says
Dr. W. W. Long, chairman of Farmers' Week committee, who is sparing no effort to get able speakers foi
the midday assembly hours and for
'Continued on page two)

Tiger Graduate
Of First Class
To Assume Post
Former Clemson Student To
Head ROTC Instruction
Here

Joe Sherman, son of Professor P. Sherman of Clemson
College, has been selected to
handle the publicity for the
1934 edition of Jess Neely's Tiger eleven.
Joe has had a year's experience in this role and hjis also
been writing for the Associated
Press on the side. He is already established in his office
in the Main Building where he
is preparing pre-season copy
for the sports columns of leading Southern newspapers.
In view of the pretentious
schedule facing the Clemson
grid warriors there will no
doubt be a great demand for
fact*, aiiui " liguttis cOiivw'^.-Ift
their prospects.

A battery of big guns to be heard
List Is Made Of Some Of
at the midday assembly hours during
Tiger Grads With Posts
(Ed. Note: The following is a
list of some of the Clemson graduates
of 1934 that have jobs. The list is in
no way complete.
What follows is
purely for the information of Clemson
men and their friends).
W. J. Burton is employed with the
Southern Public Utilities at Spartanburg, S. C.
W. B. Perry is teacher of Vocational Agriculture at Clinton, S. C.
W. G. Lyles is draftsman with J.
H. Singley, Architect.
W. C. Chipley is employed in Green-

Heads R. 0. T. C. Instruction

A native of South Carolina and a member of the first graduating class of Clemson, Colonel Thomas S. Moorman, '96, holds
the position of Professor of Military Science and Tactics at the
College.
The Colonel was formerly stationed at Fort McPher.
son Georgia, and came to Clemson from there.

Clemson Alumni THIRD YEAR MEN HAVE
Hold Huge Meet

SIX WEEKSROTC GAMP

The Annual meeting of the Clemson
Alumni Corporation was held at the Juniors Taste Army Life Under
College on Monday, June 4, with a
Hot 'Bama Sun
large crowd in attendance. The interest
shown and the report
from various
Clemson's 172 juniors that attended j
Committees show that the alumni are
the ROTC Camp at Fort McClellan, I
very much interested and are deterAlabama, went through a well-rounded
mined to see the College and the
and strenuous program of activities |
Alumni Corporation prosper.
that included close order drill, combat |
(Continued on pEige two)
principles, overnight hikes, tent pitch- I
ing, rifle marksmanship, and theoret- j
ical and practical work with the automatic rifle, .37 mm. gun, and trench
mortar.
The first few days of camp were
devoted to "refresher" work in the
form of squad and platoon drill. EleOn Monday, September third, Riggs' great reserve strength, having at least mentary movements were taken up at
Field will be the scene of action for two men for each positron. However, this time and the entire four comforty-odd gridsters who will answer with all this reserve power "Coach panies of the camp participated in
Coach Jess Neely's call to begin Tiger- Jess" is not taking ch.mces and ex- these maneuvers, with a little mass
town's 1934 football season. Although pects to point to the contest with P.
(Continued on page seven)
the 1934 Tiger eleven has an unusually C. first, as it is the first game.
hard schedule, Coach Neely thinks that
Clemson fans will be watching Clyde
WITH WESTINGHOUSE
things look much better.
Pennington with hopes that he will
C. P. Walker, Class of '33, is now
POWERFUL RESERVES
be back in the game this season. If he with the Westinghouse Electric and
Probably the Tiger's greatest hope does, Coach Neely's worries for a Manufacturing Company in Pittsburgh.

Tiger Grid Stock, Formerly
Below Par, Rises on Market

Announcement Made Of Rising
Captains, Lieutenants of
Corps
FEWER OFFICERS
Final senior appointments for the
1935 Corps of Cadets were recently
announced by Captain Joseph H. Hinwood of the commandant's office.
Twenty four Tiger collegians will
wear the three buttons of "cadet captain." Staff captains are as follows:
A. L. Gilliam, regimental adjutant;
Julian Metz, chaplain; C. P. Gordon,
W. L. Tripplett and A. T. McSwain,
battalion adjutants; and J. E. Land,
H. D. Nottingham, F. K. Rhodes, and
P M. Anderson.
(Continued on page seven)
ONLY SLICK PRINTS TO
BE ACCEPTED FOB TAPS
WARNS H. D. NOTTINGHAM
According to Howard 1>.
Nottingham,
Editor-in-Chief
of the '35 TAPS, Clemson annual, pictures turned in few the
beauty section must be slick
prints of standard size.
"This is necessary in order
thpt we may have a well balanced beauty section," said
Nottingham recently.
"If the
pictures turned in are not slick
prints, a good reproduction
cannot be obtained.
Students are asked to cooperlite with the TAPS staff and
make this year's beauty sec.
tion the best to date.
Prints are to be turned in
during the first month of
school.

)
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Opportunity School Teaches 3 R's To Young, Old
SCHOOL OF GENERAL
ALUMNI HOLD MEETING CHEMISTRY SCHOOL
SCIENCE IS HEADED
WELL EQUIPPED TO
EDUCATEJTUDENTS
DY DOCTOR DANIEL
(Continued from page one)

Large Field of Arts and Science
Subjects Offered Here
COURSE IS POPULAR
The four-year course in the School
of General Science is planned to meet
the needs of students desiring general
training in the sciences. It is recommended for those who are preparing
for the professions, such as medicine,
law or dentistry. It is also available for
capable students who, after trial, find
themselves unsuited for the technical
and vocational courses.

I

Dr.

D.

W.

Daniel,

shown

above, is Dean of the School of
_GenefftL Scleiico.

_

WILL GET B. S.
A student who selects the proper
courses in the School
of
General
Science and completes three years will,
after graduation from a recognized
school of medicine, law, or dentistry,
be awarded the degree of B. S. in
General Science by Clemson College.
Students taking the course in General
Science have the opportunity of taking elective courses in all the other
schools in the college.
Students in
the other schools have the privilege
of taking elective courses in the School
of General Science.
Elective courses
are given in English, Economics, Sociology, Psychology, Criminology, History,
Government,
Mathematics,
Modern
Languages,
Religious
Education,
Physics, Astronomy and Journalism.
26 PROFESSORS
The teaching staff of the General
Science School is made up of twentysix men all of whom have had special
traininig in their respective subjects
in addition to their regular college
courses. Xine of these teachers have
the Ph. D. degree from the leading
universities of the country and eight
of them have M. A. or the ML S. degree, and many of these latter have
had much additional training in various universities.
The School of General Science is
housed in the Main Building and is
well equipped.
The Department of
Physics is especially well equipped
with up-to-date apparatus, much of
which was made by the staff of that
rfepartment.

LYXAH ABSENT
President Lynah was not able to
attend
and Vice President W. D.
Baniett presided in his absence. Thert
were members present from as far
west as California, as far east as New
Jersey and Xew York and as far south
as Florida.
The Alumni Corporation elected the
following to serve as officers the coming year: W. D. Barnett, President;
L. R. Booker, Vice President; Frank
Jervey, Vice President; J. H. Woodward, Secretary & Treasurer, and S.
W. Evans, Assistant Treasurer. Directors of the Corporation were elected
as follows:
L. R. Booker, Clemson College, S.
C, W. K. Livingston, Greenville, S.
C, W. B. Wilkinson, York,, S. C,
W. A. Barnett, Greenwood, S. C, W.
L. Pern-, Columbia, S. C, A. H.
Ward, Aiken, S. C, T. W. Thornhill,
Charleston, S. C, E. R.
Mclver.
Florence, S. C, R. K. Fike, Atlanta,
Ga., Edgar Morris. Washingtoon, D.
C, B. P. Barren, Lexington, Ky., F.
L. Furtiek, Salina, Kan.
The Directors at large were elected
as follows:
W. D. Barnett, Columbia, S. C,
David Jennings, Xew York City, Frank
Jervey, Washington, D. C.
COHEN SPEAKS
Octavus Roy Cohen,
a
Clemson
Alumnus, and a member of he Alumni
Corporation, addressed the graduating
class this year. He delivered a very

by a large audience.
The speaker at the Alumni Banquet
on Monday night was also a Clemson
graduate, Fred McDonald, of Atlanta,
Ga., who made a very fine address to
250 alumni gathered around the banquet board.
These two men made
a very fine impression on all who
heard them.
(By the way, what a
team this is, Cohen and McDonald).
HOLD BARBECUE
Since the Annual Meeting of the
Alumni Corporation,
the
Columbia
Chapter were guests at a barbeque
given by President W. D. Barnett on
an island in the middle of Lake Murray. There was a large crowd present and all those attending expressed
themselves as having had one of the
best times on record. The host, President Barnett, certainly put things over
in a big way. As the visitors embarked on board from the island for the
mainland, they could hear as they left
"the island behind, the strains of "Sweet
Adeline" and "The old gray marc
ain't what she use to be," led by Molly
Davis, who was ably assisted by several
other kindred spirits.

MOORMAN HERE
It has just been learned that Cot.
T. S. Moorman, who graduated at
Clemson in 1896, has been assigned to
Clemson College as Professor of Military Science and Tactics.
This will
be hailed with delight by all of the
Alumni, for Col. Moorman was a
good student at Clemson, has had an
excellent Army record, and is a fine
gentleman. He will be welcomed DV
all. Capt. D. E. Barnette, of the 1915
ACCEPTS JOB
class, accompanied by Col. Moorman,
J. B. Hunt, '34. who finished in
was also on the campus this week.
Industrial Education, has accepted a
SULLIVAN VISITS
position in Greensboro, N. C teaching
Anoother visit to the college this
industrial art.
summer was Dan Sullivan, class of
1002 Dan served in the World War,
in the Navy, and was awarded the
Battery Service
Wash and Polish Congressional Medal for heroic serFor More Miles with Less Trouble vice.
The program of meetings of Alumni
USE TEXACO
Your Business is Appreciated
in various sections is under way for
the late summer and the coming fall
months. It is hoped that quite an in-

TIGER SERVICE STATION

Courses Offered in all Branches
of the Test Tube Science
CALHOUN IS DEAN
Knife handles from sour milk! Gas
changed into ice! Wood changed into
silk!
Strange as it may seem these
are not visions but modern, miracles
performed by chemistry. Do you wish
to be a miracle worker and have a
hand in revolutionizing the world of
the future? Then be a chemist. We
cannot escape chemistry.
It is with
us everywhere—in our
food,
our
clothing, and on our travels. In the
test tube we ourselves can be resolved
into a few cents worth of chemical
elements, but from it we can build a
new world.
CHEMISTRY VITAL
Few people realize the importance
of chemistry iin modern civilization.
Common articles of everyday life had
their origin in chemical research and
they are kept up to standard by the
same taskmaster. There are few kinds
of business that cannot profit by the
aid of a chemist.
The School of
Chemistry
and
Geology serves a two-fold
purpose.
Every student at Clemson is required
to take at least the fundamental course
in chemistry.
Such courses are required of students because it has been
found that such work is extremely
necessary for a complete understanding of certain agricultural processes;
and chemistry is a co-partner with
engineering in chemical engineering.
Besides being a service department,
the School of Chemistry and Geologygives a four year course wih the idea
of preparing men to hold responsible
positions in the chemical world.

FARMERS' WEEK

(Continued from page one)

OPPORTUNITY SCHOOL
AT CLEMSON IS BOON
TO ILLITERATE FOLK

the general lecture periods each morning.
RANGE OF TOPICS
The general lectures, scheduled for
10 o'clock each morning, will include Old and Young Gather on Cama wide range of agricultural topics by
pus For Elementary
outstanding authorities. Among those
Schooling
now scheduled are: M. L. Wilson,
Assistant Secretary, U. S. Department
LASTS ONE MONTH
of Agriculture; L. C. Gray, chief ot
the division of land economics, U. S.
July 14 heralded the opening of the
D. A.; Governor W. I. Myers of the
Farm Credit Administration; F. A. Greater Opportunity School. This is
Silcox, chief of the United States the fourth year on the Clemson camForestry Service; Lawrence Westbrook I pus and the fourteenth year of the
of the Federal Emergency Relief Ad- school which was begun as a unique
ministration; R. A. Winston of the I atm in education in 1921 at the
Bureau ot Soils; Dr. T. S. Buie, in J D A R School at Tamassee. During
charge of the Tyger River Soil Erosion ' these years 1,934 pupils have been enproject; Dr. J. W. Studebaker, U. S.' rolled and the majority of them have
Commissioner of Education and Dr. | returned to their homes and communiSheldon Phelps, president of Winthrop ties better citizens than when they
College, have been invited to make came under the influence of the teachaddresses on Wednesday morning.
ings of this school. The watchwords
MORNING LECTURES
of the school are "Better Citizenship
These 10 o'clock lectures will give and A Better South Carolina."
The
Farmers' Week visitors a better under- belated learners who have the privilege
standing of the broader phases of agri- of spending a month at Clemson are
culture and its relation to other inter- deeply appreciative of the opportuniests, the makers of Farmers' Week ties and pleasures spread before them.
program believe. They are of course
This year the enrollment totals 268,
supplementary to the purely instructional work covering all phases ot and before the four weeks are over
farming and home-making which will the enrollment will exceed 275, for a
occupy each morning from eight to number of alumni will come for
Alumni Week beginning
Saturday,
ten o'clock.
August 4.
Besides this number of
students there are about thirty- faculty
members including a librarian, a nurse,
fspr Jiousemothers, and four volunteer
teachers.
There are forty-eight old
(Continued from page one)
pupils among the 268, some of whom
ing to Dr. Cohen "many a student with have been here six years. There arc
the facile pen "captures the rancy ol 137 women and girls here on tne
the average person, when as a matter FERA scholarships. About fifty have
of fact some student with less obvious been sent through the generosity of
fluency "may have that something the Anierican Legion Auxiliary. Twennecessary to a successful writer, which ty-eight pupils paid all of their own
only a professional writer can detect." expenses and forty-four paid a part
of their scholarship money. The reTO GIVE PINS
The official Gamma Alpha Mu pin mainder have been assisted by indiviand organizations,
religious,
will be given to every student who duals
patriotic,
and
civic
Many
of
the stumakes the grade, and his name, along
with Dr. Cohen's and other notable dents had never spent the night away
honorary members, will be given wide from their parents before.
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GAMMA ALPHA Mil FRAT

publicity.
The complete membership
On Wednesday evening, July 25, the
will be published on the occasion ot school had two interesting guests, Dr.
the first student election to membership. Spencer Miller, Jr. of New York City
The sponsors of the fraternity are who is the Secretary' of the Workers'
unanimous in one thing which may Education Bureau of America. He was
be announced with finality.
Require- driven to Clemson by Bishop Kirkman
ments for membership shall remain Finley from the Episcopal headquarters
the same even if it is necessary to at Kanuga, N. C. Bishop Finley adgo for years without electing a man dressed them at the dinner hour and
They are determined to make it an also conducted vespers later in the
honorary organization,
election
to evening. Dr. Miller delivered a most
Doctor F. H. H. Calhoun is
which shall in truth be a signal honor. informative address in the chapel basDean of the School of Chemistry
OF MUCH INTEREST
ing his remarks upon the New Deal.
and Geology.
Clemson is, indeed, fortunate in
Other features of the extra-currigetting this unique arrangement which
cular
activities of the school are movies
should
appeal
to
a
wide
range
of
stuNEW COURSES
dents interested in writing as an avoca- twice a week, vespers at 9:30, and lecIn recent years the rapid growth of tion as well as those who might choose tures by the Clemson professors. Tochemistry has made it imperative for it as a profession, and is deeply grateful night Mr. Asbill will talk on electricus to strengthen old courses and to) to Dr. Cohen and the others who have ity. Dr. Mills is giving lectures under
add new ones. We have endeavored pledged their support.
the trees, "Why We Act As We Do".
to meet this Remand by new courses in
Short courses in gardening and poultry
physical,
biological
and
industrial
raising have been arranged for those
chemistry. \ife have strengthened the ability. The value of applied chemistry interested in these subjects. Saturday
courses without detracting from funda- to business is just being recognized by niight is the high spot occasion of the
mentals and without lesseniing the the average manufacturer.
month when the Alumni Banquet takes
cultural value} of our curriculum. The
place. At this time many old pupils
INTEREST NECESSARY
field of chemistry is a varied one.
There is no royal road to learning. will come to renew old friendships and
Good chemists are in demand for reNo institution or no school of an insti- make new ones and join in the fun
search and laboratory assistants, for
The
tution can educate a man unless he and jollity which will prevail.
all fields of| business connected w-ith
V Sltlng alUmni wi
speak on
himself
is
good
raw
material I '
"
"Me™"
chemistry (a^d their name is legion),
The faculty of the School of Chemis- ' ""^ a"d th°Se fa Sch°o1 on "Dreams."
and as teachers of chemistry.
try and Geology desires quality and]
Commencement will be held on the
BETTER JOBS
not quantity. We prefer the boys who evening of August 10. The New Deal
The last four years have been diffi- take the Chemistry Course to be really will be the theme on this occasion
cult ones foJ young chemists, as for interested ,n the subject, and able to Dr. Hilda Smith of Washington who
all graduates) of professional schools. assimilate an education. For such men is one of the directors of worker*
With the renewal of manufacturing cheunstry holds not only a chance of education, will be present as will Mr.
activities and with a desire to cut costs an interesting life work, but an oppor-! Julian Barnwell of the State FERA
and improve products, there will be tunitv for scientific advancement and , headquarters. They will both greet" the
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315 Work Here At America's Only Soils Survey
WAYLAND HUTCHINS, TIGER GRAD, ELECTED
LEADER AMERICAN OIL CHEMISTS SOCIETY
Former Clemsonite
Studied
Test Tube Science Here
Under Dr. Brackett

College Surgeon

OUTSTANDING ALUMUS
The American Oil Chemists' Society
will have as its 1934 president Wayland Dewey Hutchins, 01 Liberty, S.
C, and a graduate of Clemson Col-'
lege, it was announced recently in the
"Oil and Soap," a Chemistry magazine
monthly published in Chicago.
-Mr.
Hutchins will be the twenty-fifth president of the Society.
WAS UXDER BRACKETT
!^7r. Hutchins, son of C. T. Hutchins
was born in Liberty, S. C, July 15,
1896, and received his
preparatory
training at Liberty High School. Before entering college, Mr. Hutchins was
quick to see the opportunities open to
the profic'ent chemist. Selecting Clemson as his college and Chemistry as
his life's work, he studied under Professor R. N. Brackett, graduating in
1917.
While at Clemson he was a member
of the Palmetto Literary Society, the
Chemistry Science Club, a Bible class
leader, a member of the Clemson track
team for four years, and a wearer of
the Clemson Block "C".
WORKED IN GEORGIA
Immediately after graduation from
Clemson, he entered the Head Laboratory of the Southern Cotton Oil Company at Savannah, Georgia.
There
he worked under the late Dr. Frank
N. Smalley, one of the founders" and
a past president of the Society that
Mr. Hutchins will head during 1934.
Soon after the death of Dr. Smalley, Mr. Hutchins received promotion
and for
the past ten years has been
District Chemist for the Southern
Cotton Oil Company
PROMINENT MAN
A member of the American Oil
Chemists' Society since 1920, he has
served on various committees, his chief
work being with the Refining and Color
Committees. He is also an active member of the American Chemical Society
an'd the American Society of Testing
Materials.
His long experience in the field of
fats, oils, water analysis and fertilizers
has well prepared him for his position as president of the society for
1934.
IS LOYAL TIGER
Mr. Hutchins is one of Clemson's
most loyal and active alumni. When
the Alumni Club
was formed
in
Savannah, Ga., he was elected Secretary of the club and has given such
efficient service that they have retained
him ever since. It is largely through
Mr. Hutchins' activities that Clemson
College probably gets more students
from the Savannah High School than
any other college. This year, Savannah
Alumni sent 27 students to Clemson
College.

Dr.

Gee W. Mllford,

above,

Is College Surgeon at Clemson.
He is in charge of the college
hospital which is open throughout the scholastic year.
IS CAMPUS VISITOR
S. Russ Alexander, '27, of the Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation of New
York City was a recently campus
visitor.
TO BE MARRIED
L. R. Booker, president of
the
Clemson Alumni Club, is to ba married to Miss Francis Welborn of
Jacksonville, Florida
MARTIN INJURED
Prof. S. M. (Major) Martin was
painfully but not seriously injured in
a recent auto wreck near Winston
Salem, N. C.
Prof. H. C. Brearley, Head of he
economic and sociology deparment of
Clemson, has returned from an interracial conference at Swarthmore.

SUMMER SCHOOL. AGAIN
HUGE SUCCESS AS 302
ATTEND MANY CLASSES
With 302 persons enrolled
the 1034 Clemson summer
school was brought to a sue
cessful close on July 20. The
school opened on June 11.
Under the direction of the
summer school eo'-nimittee, consisting of Professors Kinard
and Washington and Mr. J. C.
Littlejohn, Business Manager of
Clemson, excellent courses were
offered in agronomy, animal
husbandry, architecture, bacteriology,
bottiny,
chemistry,
dairying, education.
Electricity, engineering, Eng.
lish, entomology, hfctolry, industrial arts,
mathematics,
modern language, physical education, physics, textiles, typewriting and zoology.
The suri-mer school was followed by the annual Opportunity school.

YMGA OF GLEMSON
CENTER OF ACTIVITY
FOR SOCIAL AFFAIRS
Faculty, Student Receptions,
Company Socials Among
Events Sponsored by Y.

Feeds 1200 Men

Captain

if. D.

Hlareombe<|

above, sees that 1200 Clemsonites get the proper food at the
correct time. Captain Harcombe
has charge of the buying and
preparation
n

great

of all

deal

of

foodstuffs,

which comes

from South Carolina farms.

SEVENTY-NINE GIVEN
VOCATIONAL COURSES
AT CLEMSON COLLEGE

The YMCA is the social center for
the campus.
The building is used
by faculty and students for many of
the social events during the year. The
faculty reception which is held in the
fall to welcome all new faculty men
and their wives is one of the first
social events after j$k opening of the
college session.
Series of One- and Two-Week
The YMCA is used Dy students as
Studies Conducted on
a meeting place and where friends may
Campus
come to meet students. Many social
occasions such as parties and company
BOOKER IN CHARGE
socials are held in the reading room
and club room. Both rooms are made
into a social hall that is large enough
Under the direction of L. R. Booker,
to accomodate all the boys from one a successful series of one and twoor two companies and their girl friends. week vocational industrial courses was
held at Clemson beginning June 12 and
running through July 14.
The enrollment was 79.
Courses offered included oxy-acetylene welding, electric welding, foremen conferences, steam power plant
operation, plain and dobby loomfixing,
cloth analysis and design, and carding
and spinning test methods.

CLEMSON ALUMNI
The Song May Be Ended But The
i |Melody Lingers On

WELDING

Did "College Life" end for you when you got your degree?
Have you permitted those campus capers of Clemson days to
become closed chapters of your life?
The answers are NO and OF COURSE NOT. What's the use
of having a past if you can't get a kick thinking about it—
pep meetings—poolings—studying for that exam—football—
squads~left—dress parades—Alma Mater.
Today's and tomorrow's happenings provide an invaluable
supplement to those of yesterday. You can get it all in THE j
TIGER, the campus weekly; all the latest dope on Jess Nleely's
powerful Tiger eleven, and all current Clemson chatter.
It's a new deal. Subscription rates have been reduced from
$1.50 to ONE DOLLAR. We need you more than we do the
dollar. That's why we think you should get a copy of THE
TIGER every week. Reach in that pocket, pin on a dollar
bill. Don't trouble about checks or money orders. Just peel
off a dollar, fill out the blank below, mail it to THE TIGER and
assure yourself of 30 issues, chock full of Tigertown news.
Name
Address
City
Just pass the buck along with this coupon to THE TIGER,
Clemson College, South Carolina

Aids
Farmers in
Selecting
Limes, Fertilizers; Covers 90,000 Farms
315

HAVE READING ROOM

CORNELL
Belief on the part of many that
they can do their best work aftel
having had "a little drink" was shown
to be erroneous in a series of experiments carried on at Cornell University
by Doctors Winsor and Strongin.
The two scientists recently reported
their findings to the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
The tests showed that drinking ol
alcohol increased errors from an average of two per minute to 25 minutes
and that this unsteadiness lasted for
about two hours. Coffee, on the other
hand, was found to increase the steadiness of a sober man.

NATION'S ONLY SUCH PROJECT DEALS WITH
TWO MILLION SAMP .ES; SFEERJSJIRECTOR

COURSES

The welding work had to do with
demonstrations of building up worn
parts and reclaiming textile machinery.
The foreman conference course was
open to mill superintendents, overseers
and second hands. Manufacturing and
human relations problems were conducted under the direction of P. P.
Clark of Lonsdale Mill, Seneca.
Under the supervision of Dean S.
B. Earle of Clemson and H. H. Her
of the Union Bleachery, Greenville,
an excellent course of study in steam
power plant operation was given to
master mechanics and men employed
in the mechanical departments of textile plants; many practical problems
were studied.
TEXTILE

STUDIES

Prof. A. E. McKenna, of the Clemson Textile School, had charge of a
two-weeks course in plain and dobby
loomfixing.
Professor E. F. Cartee,
of the local Textile school, conducted
two weeks of concentrated study on
cloth analysis and design.
|The carding and spinning test
problems were supervised by T.
G.
Roche of the Pelzer Mfg. Company,
Pelzer.
According to reports, the school will
become a permanent summer feature.

AT

WORK

The nation's first and only soils
survey, which in its ramifications deals
with
2,000,000
soil samples
from
90,000 South Carolina farms, is being
conducted at Clemson College under
the directorship of G. W. Speer of
Anderson.
This herculean project,
officially
known as the Land Uss* Survey, is
working with the aid of the Federal
government; the headquarters and all
laboratories are located on the Clemson campus.
50,000 WEEKLY
Fifty thousand samples a weei< are
being tested for s )il acidity, and to
date 1,300,000 samples have undergone
analysis.
From the results of these
malyses, recommendations to kinds and
amounts of commercial limes and
fertilizers are sent to farmers from
whose farms samples have been tested.
The work is being carried on by
315 employees. Seventy-three men, of
which number 91 percent are college
trained, comprise the laboratory and
office forces.
The weekly payroll
amounts to over $5000; this is secured
through the efforts of the South Carolina Emergency Relief Association in
cooperation with the Feedral government.
BIG DEMONSTRATION
Plans "have been made to give a
demonstration during the coming Farmers' Week of the complete operatiion
of the soil acidity testing machines.
For demonstrative purposes a single
machine with two operators will be
used. It will be the first public exhibition of its kind in the Palmetto state.
Director Speer sums up the advantages of the Survey as follows: "The
results of this work will serve to
benefit the farmer as to fertilizer
practice; furthermore, it has practically revised the system of manufacturing fertilizers during the past year.'*

COLLEGE YMCA PLANS
RIG SPORTS PROGRAM
DURING COMING YEAR
Excellent Response to Physical
Training For Past Several
Years
Many activities for students, faculty
and friends of the Clemson Y. M. C.
A. are being planned now. The YMCA
is planning a program of physical
educatiion in cooperation with Dr.
Lee W. Milford for the students and
faculty next year.
There has been
excellent response to the work that
has been done the last two years and
the program is to be expanded with
more varied sports next year.
YMCA CABINET
YMCA cabinet will have a retreat
at Blue Ridge, N. C. September 2nd,
3rd and 4th planning the activities of
the Student Association.
There will
be class councils organized in each
class, company councils on the company halls, discussion
groups
and
quite a number of other religioKs activities. The program for Sunday night
religious services will be made up later
«.nce many speakers will be available
later that are not certain now of the
time they can give.
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WON'T BE LONG NOW
Just about five weeks hence begins
the annual collegiate journey, and all
roads leading to Clemson will be choked with delapidated "strips" of unknown and undistinguishable pedigreed,
filled beyond
capacity
with books,
laundry bags, and incidentally a student or two. Along with the lads will
probably come mid-summer dreams—
memories of warm weather "affaires
du coeur" that will pass before the
onslaught of kalkulus, kemistry, and
kinematics like chaff before the proverbial breeze. The brave young men
will probably spend the first few days
between book-buying and elaboration
on vacation adventures—in thinking of
the young femme but that crack about
absence making the human pump grow
fonder and beat faster about some
third party is more than a cardiological theory. Maybe we're wrong
consult Dot Dix.

'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSOX"
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the
toHege session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, South Carolina.
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
Member Intercollegiate Press
OSCAR SAYS ABOUT CAMP
EXECUTIVE
George Chaplin
Kenneth W. Ackis
Oscar G. Rawls
George C. Warren
Kenneth W. McGee

—

—

—

-

Editor-in-Chief
Associate Editor
Associate Editor
Business Manager
Circulation Manager

. . . . that Clemson led the enrollment at the ROTC Camp at McClellan
with over 170 juniors, a registration
double that of any other of the 23
schools represented.
-OSCAR

REPORTORIAL
S. D. Smart, Athletic Editor; T. S. Strange, T. M. C. A. Editor; J. Metz, Exchange
Editor; C. H. Holiis, News Editor; J. C. Burton, B. G. Price,
and C. E. Farmer, Asst. News Editors.
H. S. Ashmore, R. K. O'Cain, D. D. Page, E. E. Holt, W. M. Rogers, R. C. Commander
VV. K. Lewis, J. M. Bennett, J. D. Kinard, S. V. Perez, and F. 0. Griggs, Reporters.

BUSINESS

-OSCAR

W. A. Rhlnehardt, Assistant Business Manager

CIROULATIOX
C. C. Gibson. Asst. Circulation Manager; W. B. Hiott, P. Q. Langston, and J. I. Davis.
Associates; W. B. Cloaninger, B. D. Cain, and J. F. Norris, Assistants.
W. 0. Burkett, J. C. Clyburn

ROARIXG FOR:
That Old Tiger Spirit—Among Alunmj, Faculty and Students
Adequate Buildings and NecessaryEquipment for Clemson College

OSCAR

SAYS

.

. . . . that the Tigers defeated all
comers to win first honors in the
big Fourth of July field meet which
drew hundreds of visitors from ovei
the entire Southland to McClellan.
;

OSCAR

SAYS

. . . . that "Pop" Jeffries will never
never again will ask Captain David
M. N. Ross if he belongs to the O.
R. C.
■

OSCAR

SAYS

1

. . . . that ricocheting
.30 caliber
bullets toss dirt down on you in the
pits with a mean little whistle. Mark
62..
OSCAR

SAYS

. . . . that if Louis Cochran ever
comes in early from the machine gun
range, he hopes he won't have to run
so fast to escape that fatigue.
■

OSCAR

SAYS

. . . that Allison's junior platoon had
spectators standing on their ears with
the Clemson .fancy maneuvers and that
remarks of "best
I've seen"
were
many.
■

OSCAR

SAYS

,

TIGER GRID TALK
This summer has
seen little
ot
Clemson pre-grid chattter in contemporary newspapers, which is one ot
the best signs of fair weather ahead.
When a surplus of pre-season ballyhoo
predominates in the sports columns of
the various Tribunes, Journals,
and
Records in the vicinity of a school,
more harm than good usually results.
The place to win grid battles is on
the field and not in 10 point type two
months in advance.
From the way
things look over here—and this old
number 3.5 Underwood is clattering
not 300 yards from Riggs
Field—
Clemson is about to come into its own
on the football field.
Mentor Jess
Neely, who thinks as swiftly as lightning but talks slower than Josh Billings's train through Arkansas, has a
good team, the first real choice collection of material in four years. Only
one thing more is needed
the real
Clemson spirit back of the outfit. This,
is no pep talk but any one that thinks
applied psychology doesn't have a lot
to do with football or anything else
on this swift moving globe of 1934 Is
fit for an alienist's test. Let a team

t
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T
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A LITTLE DIRT
If we turned out this half-galley of
verbal peregrinations without a little
scandal-tossing we'd feel that
Walt
Winchell and his infanticipating column
was going us half-a-step better; so we'll
have to defend ourselves by tossing a
pall over some young Clemson gentleman's injured feelings. It happened in
camp, where lots of things happen.
Exhibit A, whom for the purpose of
argument and avoiding scarlet countenances we shall call Johnny, was placed
on sentry duty out in the wide open
spaces. It was getting dark and Old
Sol, hot from a strenuous day, was
falling back before the saber of Le
Nuit.
One hour passed and with It
Johnny's patience.
To make a long
story short: came midnight and with
it no relieving sentinel. Johnny's nerveb
played hop-skotch. He was about to
chuck the whole business
when he
heard the tinkle of a bell. He looked
on the skyline. On it looomed a figure
as large (to him) as the Leviathan.
Accompanying the silhouette was
a
series of snorts. Johnny stood it no
longer. He rushed back to the corporal of the guard and burst out, "My
Gawd, there's three giant bulls out
there running wild." Suffice it to say
that' Johnny did not show his face for
three days following.
Reason: Corporal of the guard Inspected for the
three
wild-running
bulls. He found one old cow, ready
to drop over of age any moment, and
SECURELY TIED.
(This may sound like bull to you,
but it's true, every word of it.)

COMPLIMENTS

OF

-OSCAR

Clemson College Laundry

SAYS-

. . . . that if you think being Sergeast
Major of a ca:np is a playful task just
ask "Sarge" Harry Wilkinson—he'll
fill you an earful,
OSCAR

SAYS

. . . . that after the third day of
rifle ranging—7 A M to 4 P M—
the boys had as their theme song,
"Home, Home on the range" and that
no other could have been more appropriate.
-OSCAR

II

f

. . . . that when Captain Hinwood
and Sergeant Naramor rolled in from
Tigertown they looked like a coupla ♦♦♦
long-lost brothers.

SAYS

. . . . that when a company of 185
men drinks 90 gallons of lemonade
every day at dinner, it means that
Old Sol is working pvertime somewhere.

OSCAR SAYS
WESTERN RESERVE
, of Adelbert Hall on the campus and
"Sweet College Days" is a tune probably will stay there if the bees . . . . that Harris Ford had "the"
Western Reserve University students behave themselves.
idea when he went to dances with a
can sing with a lot of truth from
Students within the Hall have plug- towel around his neck.
-OSCAR SAYSnow on.
ged up all holes which would admit
that Camp was a lot of funBetween ioo and 150 pounds of bees to the dorm. If they get bad,
but hot.
honey have been deposited in the walU the bees will be ousted.
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Clemson Freshmen

NOTICE
Others KNOW that it will Pay Them to Wait
And Buy Those

SAYS-

. . . . that overnight hikes are all
right but practice hikes the morning
before the nocturnal walk just 'aint
fair at all." Paging Lt. Muller.
OSCAR

INTERCOLLEGIATE PRESS

SAYS

. . . . that Charlie Cummings and
Howard Nottingham spent most ot
their spare time at Anniston planning
to give Clemson a bigger and better
TAPS when next spring rolls around.

SEPTEMBER IS NEAR
September is near! Thousands of young men and women
over the country will soon pack up tennis slacks, fraternity
pins, a few books, and begin the annual trek to the greatest
of institutions—college.
The majority—old students—will be gripped with a desire
to continue their good work and make reparations for any bad.
Incoming collegians will spend their first few weeks fighting
the arch-demon, Nostalgia, but their "fears" will gradually
pass before a realization of what college really is and means.
Old students should come prepared to expand themselves
by basing their future work on that of the past. New ones
should enter the portals with this one idea in mind: college is
a place where one is primarily in competition with himself.
If freshmen come to cheat themselves of a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity, it were far better that they remained at home. If
students want a point of view that will teach them to discriminate among values, and serve, generally, as a basis for a
happy and well-rounded life in the future, they'll like college. If they want technical knowledge that will make them
assets to themselves and their fellows, they belong in college.
And if—in addition to their scientific training—they crave
the cultural background of history, literature, and similar
subjects, they, by all means, should come to college.
The need for college graduates increases. Horatio Alger
heroes passed into oblivion with the turn of the century. The
world clamors for skilled and trained leaders to throw the
shuttle in the social, economic, and spiritual phases of the
Great American Pattern. College men and women are steadily taking over jobs that have been held to the present by
persons of inferior and incomplete training.
College will teach students the ludicrous fallacy of the doctrine that all men are created equal. Everyone is individual
—two persons with the same conception of everything will
never be found. As one teacher of boys put it, "Nobody is
really very like anybody else. The minute we try to place
people in groups and treat them as small, conveniently segregated herds, we are in for trouble. People cannot be pigeonholed."
College training, correctly offered and accepted, can prick
the bubble of complacency that Babbits of our time have
blown up around them. In all probability such training will
teach you how to make a living. If you desire it, it will
teach you how to live.

SATS

.... that Fancis "I served in the
army and navy" Wade deserves
a
coupla big orchids for writing such a
jam-up essay on "What being a reserve officer means to me and my
country" and that the silver loving cup
which he received is a "honey."
OSCAR

EDITORIAL

SAYS-

. . . . that Henry Woodward and
Bobby Spann, swinging vicious
racquets, copped all available court honors,
with Henry taking the singles affair
and Henry and Bobby mopping up in
doubles.

know that they have 1200 voices and
minds backing them up every time
they line up against a rival eleven—
they'll do some real ball playing. The
fact that the bunch on the other side
of the deadline is garbed in the togs
of Alabama, Southern California, or
what-hast-thcu should matter not half
an iota. With the proper support the
'34 team will go far; if proper sup*
port is not forthcoming, there's an
Ethiopian in the woodpile!

DRILL SHOES - ARMY LOCKERS
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TRENCH
COATS
College Needs

And Other

From

HOKE SLOAN, AN OLD CLEMSON MAN
Selling Men's Wear of the Better Class at
REASONABLE PRICES
Save Me Your Business—I Will Appreciate It
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MILITARY TRAINING
CLEMSON COLLEGE NESTLES IN PIEDMONT
HAS IMPORTANT ROLE
SECTION FILLED WITH TRADITIONS THAT
HAVE COME DOWN FROM DAYS OF CALHGUN IN LIFEJK CLEMSON
-Ancestral Home of Clemson
Teems With Activity
BEAUTIFUL

SCENE

ATTRACTIVE COURSES
OFFERED STUDENTS IN
ENGINEERING SCHOOL

Red-brown roadway,
encompassed
:by the red and green hills of the
Carolinas, stretching away mile after
mile through a country dotted with Riggs Hall One of the Best
Equipped Buildings in
!busy manufactures, winding
through
Southern Colleges
the smart little marts of trade whos*
paved streets and gleaming homes and
EARL IS
DEAN
emerald lawns proclaim prosperity.
OLD BATTLEFIELDS
Mile after mile the
long
way
stretches, through
Gastonia,
King's
Mountain, battleground hallowed by
the blood and heroism of our ancestors.
Through Cowpens, where the Red~
coats paid the price of defeat to thf
gallant soldiers led by Pickens; past
Spartanburg and Greenville, and into
the rich .red .fields of Pickens County;
and one comes to a college nestling
in the hills whose natural beauty of
location is enhanced by the art and
industry of the men who have made
it the mecca of those who seek after
scientific and agricultural knowledge—
Clemson College, South Carolina, the
-ancestral home of John C. Calhoun
and Thos. G. Clemson.

This year the School of Engineering
will put into effect a number of changes
which have been made in the curricula,
according to Dean S. B. Earle. These
consist principally in completing the
Wood Shop and Forge and Foundry
in the freshman year, and taking Machine Shop in the sophomore year.
KINEMATICS

STARTS

EARLIER

The Drawing has also been changed
slightly so as to be able to start the
Kinematics a little earlier in the course.
In the sophomore year provisions have
been made for two hours elective each
semester in all the courses.
General
Chemistry has been put in the freshman year in all the engineering courses
and Physics put altogether in the
sophomore year instead of the freshHOME OF CALHOUN
man and sophomore year as it was
There one visits Calhoun's home, in the past.
and sees the haircloth sofa given to
the distinguished South Carolinian by
M. E. COURSE ADDED
George Washington, on which are the
Some changes have been made in
spreading eagles copied on the Ameri- the credits
laboratory
work.
In
can dollar of today; sits in the chair Electrical Engineering more provision
given to Calhoun by King Leopold, has been made for the studj of Radio
of Belgium, whose bust is carved on and vacuum tube and in Mechanical
-each arm; and sees the banquet table Engineering a course has been addea
that groaned beneath the sumptuous for the study of organizatioin, managerepasts that Calhoun served to his ment.
neighbors and his guests.
CHEM. ENGINEERING OFFERED
In order to provide for a number
CLEMSON BEAUTIFUL
Clemson College in the Spring is of students who seem to be interested
a beautiful place, busy with the teeming life and activities of a thousand
stalwart youngsters.
High
on the
several hills that sit like watchmen
round about, the splendid buildings of
the college contain experiment station
and lecture halls where young men are
learning the oldest trades on earth, to
reproduce the necessities of life. Out
yonder, where the green of orchard
and field crops gleam, are busy toilers
whose daily duty is the propagation
of seed and cure for the ills that beset the food crops of a Nation. Back
behind the college is the great herd
of fine cattle, where dairying is taught
as a fine art. Science, radio, engineerProfessor S. B. Harle, above,
ing and the splendid science of 'military
tactics, taught by officers of the United
is Dean of the School of EngiStates Army, compose part of a currineering.
culum that is fostered and furnished
by the State of South Carolina and in taking Chemistry and at the same
the Nation.
time studying engineering a course in j
Chemical Engineering has been added.
CLEAN, WELL KEPT
This follows a good deal the MechaniClemson College at all times is a cal Engineering course with provisions
beautiful, cleanly, orderly, well kept for the study of Chemistry during all
place.
But Clemson College in the the four years.
It is believed that
Spring, when the thoughts of the the changes that have been made in
splendid youngsters in training there the curricula will be an improvement
turn lightly to love; when pretty not 'only for the man who completes
dresses gaily flutter about the campus the four year course, but also for the
and the shady walks and driveways
man who takes only two years and
then, indeed, is Clex.son College a then is compelled to drop out. Some
joy and delight to the visitor who has changes have been made in the laboradriven the long miles through the tories, some equipment having been
Piedmont to rest for a day or two in made in the shops and installed. The
the cool sprightliness of the hills, and last piece which was installed was a
enj'oy the warm, real Southern hospi- belt testing machine for testing belts
of various makes under varying loads.
tality of one's hosts.
Courtesy
Charlotte Observer.
WELDING COURSE INSTALLED
HOLDS

HIGH

POST

Dan T. Duncan, '16, is Chief Engineer for the Buzzard Roost 22,500 HP
hydro-development
on the
Saluda
River near Greenwood.
He received his degree from Clemson in Civil Engineering.
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Provision has also been made for
Oxy-acetylene welding
and electric
welding in the the Forge course. The
Machine Shop course has also been
changed to some extent in order to
make it more useful to all of the engineering courses.

YMCA Secretary

Designing, Engineering, Chemical, Other Courses Offered
by This School

Tiger Students Live in Large
Barracks Under Military
Discipline

WILLIS

CORPS IS LARGE
The Cadet Corps at Clemson
is
organized as a regiment of infantry
composed of regular students who liva
in barracks and wear the cadet uniform while on the campus.
Clemson has the largest infantry
unit in the South and has maintained
its place on the Distinguished list of
the Colleges and Universities since
1921.
FINE TRADITIONS
The fine traditions of the Corps
date back to the founding of the institution when military training was made
a part of the regular prescribed curriculum.
The cadet gray uniform, similar in
color to that of the West Point eadet,
has a low, comfortable, open collar
on the blouse, brass buttons, a snappy
dress belt and an attractive
brass
buckle showing the Clemson coal of
arms.

TEXTILE SCHOOL AT
CLEMSON HAS LARGE
DEMANDJOR GRADS

M,l*. P. B. Holtzendorff, above,
is general secretary of the college! YMCA and directs the activities of that wide-awake organization.

OCATIONAL COURSES
GIVE WIDE SCOPE TO
EDUCATION STUDENTS

IS

HEAD

The textile industry offers unusual
opportunities to men technically trained
in textiles. There are many phases of
textiles open to a young man upon
completion of the four- year textnfe
course; he may choose among the
fields of cotton manufacturing, weaving and designing, textile chemistry,
salesmanship of textile equipment of
various textile supplies,
commission
house work, cotton testing, and research.
Practically 75 per cent of all Clemson textile graduates since the founding of the Textile School in 1898
are engaged in textiles or industries
allied with textiles.
Many of these
graduates are holding responsible positions in textiles as superintendents, as
managers, or in charge of textile sales.
These graduates have assisted in building up an excellent reputation for
Clemson textile men. As a result the

Dean W. H. Washington states that
there have been many calls for teachers who have had training at Clemson.
Elsewhere in this issue of The Tiger
is information regarding the location
of many of the 1934 graduates who
have been given employment and of
whom information has been received.
NEED A JOB?
The School of Vocational Education
will be glad to hear from any Clemson graduate who has had either Vocational Agricultural Education or Industrial Education if he desires assistance in securing a position. Of course
Prof. H. H. Willis, nbove,
it may not be possible to find employColonel R. J. West, above, is
heads
Clenison's School of Tex.
ment for every applicant; but Mr.
Commandant of Cadets at Clemtiles
in
the capacity of Dean.
Washington states that the placement
son.
service is available for all who arc
demand for Clemson textile trained
In warm weather cadets attend all qualified for teaching positions.
men has been unusual during the past
informal formations and classes in a
five years.
Approximately 100 per
gray cotton shirt and in cold weather
cent
of
the
graduates
during these past
they use an overcoat in the form of
rive
years
have
been
placed in textile
a distinctive navy blue reefer.
or allied work.
LIST OF STAFF
During this five-year period ClemColonel R. John West is Commandson
Textile School has had requests
ant of Cadets. Notice has b:en refor
twice as many Clemson textile
ceived here that Colonel Thomas S.
trained men as were graduated. This
Moorman is to be the PSM&T, in
fact alone illustrates the opportunities
charge of all R. O. T. C. teaching.
open to Clemson textile trained men. ■
Captain Joseph H. Hinwood is assistThe enrollment in textiles at Clemson
ant Commandant.
Captain George L.
has more than doubled within five
Ramsay is now at Clemson, after a
years.
Clemson Textile School has
summer at camp. Three new captains
nine w-ell trained teachers presenting
will report here for duty at the bevarious subjects in textile engineering,
ginning of school. They are Captain
in weaving and designing, and in
Albert H. Dumas, now at Fort McProfessor W. H. Washington,
textile chemistry and dyeing; the
Pherson, Georgia; Captain James P.
Dean of the School of Vocational
School is equipped with a complete
Gammon, now at Fort Benning, GeorEducation and
Kegistrar of
manufacturing
unit, in which is taught
gia; and Captain Waine Archer, from
Clemson, is shown 'above.
not only the theory of cotton manufacforeign service in Hawaii. The offituring but also its practical aspects.
cers leaving Clemson this year are
MORE FUNDS
Approximately one-fifth of all the
Captain T. A. Hoy, who goes to the
The
passage
of
the
George
-Eilze]
active
cotton spindles in' the United
8th Infantry, Fort Moultrie; Captain
Bill
by
the
last
Congress
made
availStates
are located in South Carolina.
W. B. Sharp, detailed for duty in the
Phipippines, and 1st Lieutenant Frank able additional funds for the teaching North Carolina has approximately the
New de- same number of spindles, while GeorT. Searcy, who expects orders for for- of Vocational Agriculture.
partments
are
being
established
in gia has less than either of the Caro.
eign service in Panama this fall.
South
Carolina,
and
in
some
cases
linas. Therefore, tne~South Carolinian
The same non-commissioned officers
will be back this year. Master Ser- where this subject has been taught who takes training in textile engineergeant Gilbert E. Naramor, Sergeant additional teachers are being employed. ing is practically assured of a job in
Harry Wilkinson, and Sergeant Aubrey For example, Easley is noow employ- South Carolina or in one of the adjoining states.
Kline.
Retired Master Harley West ing two teachers. Mr Bauknight, who
is to be property custodian, as of last has made a signal success, is being
given an assistant.
Superintendents
MCCONNELL TRAINING
year.
and
Boards
of
Trusteees
are
employing
MILITARY TRAINING
Special training is being given CaThe Military department of Clem- teachers of Vocational Agriculture on
det W. B. McConnell at Blue Ridge,
son is responsible for the basic mili- a large scale.
N. C. as president of the college
tary training of cadets in a scholastic
NEED GRADUATES
YMCA.
The YMCA president school
course, prescribed by the War Deis
for
training
student presidents in
There seems to be a shortage of
partment for the purpose of preparing
cadets to take their place efficiently teachers of Vocational Agriculture in the South and the training will fit
several of the Southern states.
Mr. these men to perform their duties
in case of a national emergency.
Clemson is the headquarters of K Crandall has had requests from other more efficiently than they might otherwise.
Company of the 7th Regiment of Scab- states on several occasions this year.
bard and Blade, national honorary Likewise, Mr. Tate has had a numbe»
to their employ other Clemson men. The
military organization. The college also of requests for information as
has crack freshman, sophomore, and available men in the industrial field of School of Vocational Education "'opes
junior orzanizations that put on exhibi- vocational education. .Many of ihese to have sufficient men to meet all
calls come from schools having in these demands in the future
tions from time to time.
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LIEUTENANT PROFESSOR SHINN SPENDS
HECTIC TIME DODGINS MORTAR SHELLS
Local Grid Star

Tiger Frof Stands Ground Despite Burs'l of Big,
Bad Bombs
IS

"MORTARFIED'

Prof W. E. Shinn has just returned
from O. R. C. at Camp Benning with
only a few blisters on his right palm
and a damaged thumb on his left
member, in spite of his daring stand
on an observation post under fire
of a $62-a-boo:n mortar.
The wounds, he said, came from
rigging up a telephone connection from
firing squad to observation post, in
order that the latter might report progress on the target end, when the
Jess Neely's tiger eleven
firing began. The first shot was almost
will be led in combat this fall
perfect. The telephone worked beautiby Captain Henry Woodward,
fully and the observers gave orders
.jiDove.
for a slight correction in elevation.
The big missiles began to drop again,
Henry is one of Clemson's
but to drop nearer and nearer the
"PASS IX REVIEW" . . . and Clemson's 20 platoons, attired in starched ducks, cross belts, and
most outstanding athletes; in
white caps move out! Above is a recent aerial photo showing the Cadet Corps parading on Bowobservation post. The telephone was
addition
to
his
grid
work
he
man Field.
consulted immediately.
Not a buzz.
The Tiger band is on the extreme right. To the left of the musical organization is the Regiplays basketball find swings a
As if no news was good news, the
mental stuff, whicSi is reviewing the platoon in front
tricked tennis racquet.
marksmen began to fire away in rapid
The Second and Third battalions stand fast on the regimental line, waiting for their commander's
"Squad's right."
He is a rising Cadet Major,
succession. According to Lieut. Shinn
member of Blue Key and Block
it was an awfully hot day and they
naturally perspired rather freely. "Am
"C" club, and has an excellent
I mortarfied" exclaimed Lieut. Shinn.
scholastic rating.
"Why I might be mortarly wounded !'*"
But just in the nick of time, a kind
providence intervened. One
deathbelching mortar split her barrel in
twain. Another went on a sympathetic
strike and refused to function. All
Slate Agricultural Experiment
had ended well for the besieged band
'Clemson Seeks to Train Student in Accuracy, Promptness,
Station Offices Located
with itching heels and twitching
Observation,
Citizenship,
and
Living,"
Says
College
Here
muscles. Albeit with a tinge of mortiHead in Message to New Sludents
fication, they had stood their boots,
Registrar Says Matriculations
The very great increase in cooperaand their boots had stood their ground.
tive undertakings in all aspects of
Take Sharp Rise Over
BY DR. E. W. SIKES
agriculture point to increased opportuniFormer Years
ties for men graduating from agricultural colleges. There will always be
One million young men and women will soon
AVERAGE TEN DAILY
some men in every class from every

AGBICULT1AL SCHOOL DOCTOR E, W, SIKES, CLEMSON PRESIDENT, SAYS
IS ONLY ONE OF ITS
BUTE FORCE IS THING OF PAST;
LARGE ENROLLMENT IS
KIND INTHIS STATE
BRAINS DOWN BRAWN
EXPECTED AT CLEMSON
IN FALL-WASHINGTON

Professor H. W. Rarre, above
Is Dean of the School of Agriculture.
college who will not readily find places
where they fit. It is encouraging to
note, however, that all of the men
who graduated from the School of
Agriculture last June and desired to
work are now employed in some
capacity.
OUTLOOK IMPROVED
The improved outlook for farming
offers an opportunity for men with
sufficient training to enable them to
adjust their farming to changing economic and social conditions. There is
every reason, therefore, to expect that
men who complete their training in
agriculture three or four years hence
will have better opportunities
than
those who have graduated during the
past two or three years.
EXCELLENT RECORD
It is well to remember also that
men who have completed the courses
in the school of Agriculture at Clemson during the past io years and had
not had employment during the depressions have found desirable locations through the various federal and
relief agencies much more readily than
men with other kinds of training. So
during prosperity and
depressions
training in this field has proved helpful and profitable.

start the annual trek to the colleges in America.
They will remain there from one to four years, and
then join the great host of those who have done
likewise. Yet with this large number little more
than one in a hundred will go to college. We have
not yet reached the saturation point. Too many are
not seeking educational training beyond the high
school period.
Many boys are trying to decide whether they
shall go to college for the first time and others
whether they shall return. These decisions are important and for some they are momentous. Each
boy with the aid of his parents and friends must settle the problem himself. Each boy is the guardian
of his own citadel. Many a boy with foresight surrenders a paying job; he weighs today against tomorrow; he measures 1934 against 1944; he sacrifices the present good for the future good.
Many parents are also deeply concerned. They
have seen much of the world and have watched
the rise and fall of many men who were boys with
them. They consider why some rose and some did
not, and they ponder on the value of educational
training. They want their sons to join the group
that did not fall, and are willing to sacrifice to help
them. They reflect on the past in which they have
lived and anticipate the future in which their sons
are to live, and realize the changes that have been
and will be wrought.
Brute strength no longer counts. Trained intelligence, deepened insight, and enlightened conscience accomplish more than masses of brute force.
Industry is demanding more intelligence .both on
the farm and in the shop. "Hands" are giving
away to "brains'"; initiative is taking the place of
routine; new vocations call daily; and old jobs are
supplanted by new. The gear must be shifted, and
intelligence helps the shift. Boys realized this during the war, and after the war they flocked to the
colleges in unprecedented numbers.
Clemson College is an Agricultural and Mechanical College and seeks to train a student in accuracy through mathematical subjects, in promptness through the military department, in observation
through the natural sciences, in citizenship through
social studies and related subjects, and in making
a life and a living through technical training.

Prospects for a big enrollment at
Clemson are very bright. The Registrar's Office reports that advanced
matriculations are sixty-two per cent
above what they were a year ago today. Applications are coming in at a
rapid rate and at present it seems that
the capacity of the college will be
reached by September. Mr. Washington, the registrar, states that as manj
as io applications a day has not been
unusual this summer and that there
has been no let-up yet.
OLD STUDENTS
In addition to the large number of
new applications being received, the
Registrar reports that quite a number of students that have been out of
school for a year or more are returning to Clemson this fall. Another
feature to which he calls attention is
the number of students that have
been enrolled in or who have finished
liberal arts courses elsewhere and are
now seeking professional or technical
training at Clemson.
NEW COURSES
Again, the new courses may be responsible for some of the new students. Chemical Engineering has been
added; provision has been made for
a course in forestry, with a trained
forester in charge; many new courses
which may be elective to various
groups have been added in the curriculum revision.
The Pre-medical and
the pre-professional courses are doubtless attracting some who recognize the
value of a scientific and technical
background before entering the professions.
The freshman class will not be confined to South Carolinians. Applications
are coming in from Florida to the
Canadian Border. A casual examination reveals representation from each
of the following states: Virginia, West
Virginia, South Carolina, New York,
Georgia, Florida, Pennysylvania, Rhode
Island, Illinois, North Carolina, Iowa,
Alabama, Washington, D. C, and New
Jersey.

NEELY ELEVEN FACES
STRENUOUS SCHEDULE

BY JOE SHERMAN
At the foot of the Blue Ridge
mountains a hungry Tiger is dozing
peacefully, awaiting the call to arms
that will' send him charging to some
of the outstanding battle grounds ot
the South.
In due time he will bare his sharps
ened fangs in the face of Wildcats,
Bears, Gamecocks and the Wolf pack;
the terrible Tornado and Hurricane
will find him braced and ready; the
Blue Devils will be taxed to their
last imp; the Crimson Tide will roll in
to find him holding his ground on
the shore and Blue Stockings will look
nice decorating the week's wash.
When. Clemson's 1934 football schedule was announced last winter, people
over the South blinked, straightened
out the paper and read it again to
make sure.
The writer happened to be in Atlanta at the time. Newspapermen there
wondered if it was true; in Auburn
that night the conversatiion at the
Drug Store turned to the Clemson.
schedule; the newspaper offices
in
Montgomery the next morning wanted
to know if Clemson can handle such
a schedule.
The Tigers have been floundering
around where they could touch bottom
for a number of years, but now they
have pushed off into deep water and
its sink or swim. If we know our
Tigers, there is going to be some tall
splashing out there where the waters
deep.
The opening football practice is
only a few weeks away. Labor Day
will find a new Clemson team with
greater ambition on the field. Three
weeks later the season will open at
Clemson and the Bengals will be oft
to one of the toughest gridiron assignments that this state has seen in recent years.
(Continued on page erght)
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JESS NOW SMILES
The smile that Jess Neely wears
around with him this summer is probably more genuine than the one of the
two previous summers. Hitherto the
Tiger mentor has been forced to grin
and bear it. Now he has a greater
opportunity to smile and like it.
For the first ti ne i.i three years
Clemson actually has a smattering of
football material that is expected to
make the Tigers once again known—
and feared—through the South.
When Neely takes a peep at his
roster of players for the coming season, it is impossible for him not to
feel a certain amount of satisfaction.
By the same token when the Tiger
coach lets his eyes wander to the
schedule, it is impossible for him not to
feel an equal amount of uneasiness.
TOUGH SCHEDULE
But Cemson's situation is not
unlike that of hundreds of- other
football teams over the country.
Jt is true that the Tigers have a
tough schedule to face; and it i»
also true that they have several
good football players with which
to face it.
Led by Captain Henry Woodward and Alternate Captain Stan
Fellers, both of
Columbia,
45
Clemson grid warriors will meet
on Riggs Field September 3 to
discuss the situation in no gentle
terms.
There will be eighteen lettermen on the field for the initial
parctice. The Tiger mentor will
have available at least one letterman for every position and at
least two candidates
for every
position, something that is possible
for the first time since Neely has
been at Clemson.
STRONG RESERVES
At least three old weaknesses 01
Clemson teams will have disappeared.
Clemson will have enough reserves to
avoid playing any one man to the
point
of exhaustion;
in
Henry
(Slick) McCown the Tigers have a
fullback large and powerful enough to
open holes in opposing lines; and between Clyde Pennington, Tate Horton,
Alex Stevens, John Troutman and Joe
Berry there will be a punter capable
of backing the enemy up when backing up is necessary.
The assortment of backfield men is
enough to relieve much worry and
anxiety. Henry Woodward's ball carrying abilities are well recognized in
this section; Randolph Hinson and
Bill Dillard are no strangers with the
pigskin; Tate Horton, Alex Stevens
and "Slick" McCown
have
proved
their worth as valuable backs. In
addition to these men Joe Cathcart,
Clyde Pennington,
Earl
Robinson,
Ansel Cole, Harris Ford, Tom Folger,
Holbert Lee, Winston Lawton, Raymond Maness, Al Snyder and Joe
Berry are expected to come through
in fine style.
END LOOKS GOOD
The ends look strong enough.
Stan Fellers,
Charles
Watson,
Harry Shore, and Roddy Kissam
are lettermen who played regularly last year, whle Donald Shuford, Tom McConnell and Tom
Foreshaw let
it be known
in
spring practice that they will demand serious consideration.
For years a weak point, the
tackles have taken on new life
and strength.
John
Troutman
and Tom Brown, lettermen, were
bulwarks in the line last year and
undoubtedly will be again. And
then there's Manuel Black, a six
foot 200-pounder: Clifford Henley,
another 200-pounder;
Sam Mc-

TIGER JUNIORS WIN IN

SPORTS

NEELYMEN SET FOR BIG

BY JOE
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ROTC CAMP FIELD MEET

JUNIORS ATTEND GAMP

SENIOR OFFICERS MADE

(Continued from page one)

(Continued from page one)
COMPANY COMMANDERS

SHERMAN

exercise on the side.
TriEiN WORK BEGAN
Connell, 192 pounds of brawn ana
After this period the real work oi
muscle; and William Bryant, the
the camp began win each of the com203 pound
sophomore
"King
panies engaged in combat problems at
Kong" who is a blessing to any
various times that brought out situafootball team.
(
tions to be met with in attack and
NINE GOOD GUARDS
defense. In these problems a "stripped"
Three lettermen and six reserves
pack was used to make the problem*
make the guard positions look strong.
all the more realistic.
Merritt Lewis, Bill
Croxton,
and
The study of the various infantry
Clarence Inabinet have ,won their
i weapons took up a large part of the
grid spurs, while
Stanford
Wolfe,
training period.
The rifle, machine
Henry Segars, Joe Jeter, Jeff Davis,
gun, automatic rifle, .37 mm. gun, and
Lawrence Buscher and Don Price will trench mortar
all were thoroughly
be in there giving the veterans the'
studied with each trainee being given
light of their lives.
the opportunity of firing each weapon.
Al Yarborough and Cornelius Cum"HOME ON THE RANGE"
mings have won their letters playing
Four days were spent by each
the pivot position for the Tigers anc
company on the rifle range.
Here
Harold Lewis, promising sophomore,
the men learned to manipulate the
has served notice that his name will
bolt, zero the .30 caliber Springfield,
be in the pot for serious consideration
squeeeze the trigger and lay on the
when the time comes to select th«
target. After three days of prelimincenter.
ary tiring, each company fired for reNeely is counting particularly on his
:ord. tiring was done from 200,300,
juniors and seniors this year. Thero
and 500 yard firing lines and the
are enough veterans on the roster to
itanding, sitting, kneeling and prone
keep the Tigers cool under fire. Those
positions were used.
men saw service in 11 games last year
On the 1000 inch range, the trainees
that took them against several of
from Clemson and 23 other schools
the "big shots." It is not likely that
.ired the automatic rifle and the Brownstage fright will affect any of them.
.ng machine gun. On landscape tarCALM GRID CREW
gets, the same procedure held forth.
There is little chance that the
.Vlachine guns were used also in alClemson team of 1934 will be as
ack and defensive problems with tracerratic as the team of last year.
er ammunition substituted for the serThose who see the Tigers play
/ice bullet.
week after week this year will
TRAINEES FIRE HOWITZERS
in all probability see a steady,
The .37 mm. gun, or "one pounder''
hard driving bunch of boys and
is it is more commonly known, was
not a team that plays over its
ired on the combat range with subhead one week and flies nil to
aliber and service ammunition.
On
pieces the next.
he same range the mortar was fired
Everything at Clemson is ready
An event that all Clemson cadets
for the initial practice.
Neely
:nrolled for the six weeks training
and his assistants have spent the
eriod will always remember is the
summer putting the Tigers' playiver-night hike taken by each unit in
ground in shape.
The playing
amp. Each company left camp about
field of Riggs field today will
; P. M. and marched to within several
take its place with the best of
niles of Anniston; there camp was
them in the south. It is a carpet
,et up for the night. After the shelter
of green velvet.
ents that comprised the sleeping quarSAME MENTORS
ers were erected the trainees, accomThe coaching staff is waiting fot
.ained by a trio of commissioned army
the
opening gun.
Cooaches
Neely,
jfficers, spent a large portion of the
Davis, Howard and Jones have beer,
light on an outpost problem.
at Clemson most of the summer, thinkLECTURES GIVEN
ing the situation over. A. J. (Skeet)
Saturday morning
at camp,
the
Horner, former Tennessee full back
rj.inees were conducted on tours of
and assistant coach at Mercer, is read}
he regular post, given lectures and
to report the first of September anc
lemonstrations on gas and gas attacks,
he players themselves announced thai
he care of stable and animals, formal
the first practice can't come too soor
juard mounts, tanks and anti-aircraft
for them.
;uns and sound equipment. The 4th
Tank Company and the 69th Coast
Vrtillery proved valuable in demonstrations.
(Continued from page oaef
The last military feature of camp
vas a battalion combat problem in
A'hich the entire number of 775 colleCOLONEL IN '28
He was first appointed in the Federal gians formed a battalion in attach.
service as a second lieutenant of in- Regular machine gun, howitzer, and
fantry in February, 1901. In January, ^ank support was rendered and a
1902, he was promoted to the rank of realistic problem followed.
CLEMSON WINS MEET
first lieutenant and reached his capDiversions were no forgotten.
An
taincy in 1911. From major in 1918,
Colonel Moorman was appointed in athletic program was worked out and
Captain A. R.
July, 1920, to the post of lieutenant carried through by
MacKechnie,
Head
Coach
at Miss. A
colonel. He received his colonelcy in
1928, and has served as such since & M. and athletic and recreation officers at McClellan.
Boxing, swimthat date.
During the World War, he held ming, golf, tennis, and baseball comthet temporary rank of lieutenant petitions were held, as was a Fourth
of July field meet which Clemson won.
colonel, then colonel.
Plenty of hard work but also lots
A member of the first graduating
class of Clemson, Colonel Moorman of fun—that was Camp !

MOORMAN NEW PMS&T

is a contemporary of prominent figures
on the campus
"Little Joe" Hunter,
W. W. Klugh, R. E. Lee and B. F.
Robertson.

Company commanders for the new
school year will be: T. D. Christopher,
V.

M.

Crain,

H. S.

Fellers,

J.

A.

Ferguson, L. A. Cause (Hdq.), J. M.
Harris, H. B.

Kirkgard, J. L. Lips-

comb, D. C. Moore, W. M. Platt, O.
G.
W

Mr. J. H. Woodward, Alumni
secretary, is shown above.
Woodward

maintains

Mr.

contact

with thousands of Clemson graduates yiiul arranges

for cli.ss

reunions and alumni gatherings

GRID PROSPECTS GOOD
(Continued from page one)

punter will be over, for Pennington
can kick a ball as far as any man
in the state.
Pennington, along with
Manuel Black and Slick McCowan, are
working at Clemson for the summer
and are getting Riggs Field into perfect condition for early practice.
LOSE 3 LETTERMEN
Only three lettermen will be lost
from the Tigers' ranks through graduation.
They are Captain Heineman,
Willimon, and
Dozier.
There are
eighteen lettermen left and quite a
few reserves who will make it plenty
tough for the "veterans" to stay in
the lineup.
The coaching staff for this season
has added a new man, A. J. "Skeets"
Horner who played with Buddy Hackman, Bobby Dodd, and Gene McEver
at the University of Tennessee. He
was connected with the Mercer coaching staff during the i93!-32-33 seasons.
He will probably aid Clemson a great
deal in putting a hard running, driving and smashing backfield into action.
Coaches Jones, Howard., Davis
and
Ramsey will see
action with
Jess
Neely again.
GOOD TEAM EXPECTED
The Tiger eleven this season should
be the best in years. Coach Jess is
counting a lot on the fourth year
men to "carry on", along with juniors
and sophomores.
Candidates for the quarterback positions will be Captain Henry Woodward, Horton, Hinson,
Berry,
and
Patroniz©
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Rawls
G.

(Drum and

Smith,

S.

R.

Bugle Corps),
Spann,

E.

Lawton.
Robinson, Ford, Cole, Stevens and
Dillard will be trying for the halfback
positions and there will be some keen
competition here. McCown, Lee, Shore,
and Folger will compete for the fullback position.
FOUR END MEN
The ends will be picked from Kissam, Shuford, Watson and
Fellers,
while Yarbrough, Cummings, and H.
Lewis will bid for the center position.
Inabinet, Croxton, M. Lewis, Price,
and Jeter are out for guards, with
Troutman, Black, Brown, Bryant, McConnel and
Henley ready
for action at tackle.
Patronize
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AL MERCHANDISE AT VERY REASONABLE PRICES

t SHOES SHIRTS SOX
tT
See Me for Wants While at Clemson

Y

YMCA SERVICE
When athletic contests are being
held on the campus alumni and friends
find the YMCA a fine place to rest
before and after games. The YMCA
ATTENDS CORNELL
R. H. Cain, '17, president of the is here to serve any who may be
Tomassee D. A. R. School, is attending served and alumni, students, faculty
Cornell University at Ithaca, New and friends are asked to make use of ♦♦♦
the Y building.
York.

A.

Stevens, and H. A. Webb (Band).
FIRST LIEUTENANTS
The positions of first
lieutenants
(X officers) will be filled by: S. A.
Cooler, P. E. Bowie, H. P. Bridges,
W. L. Britt, H. M. Byrd, N. D. Carpenter, M. C. Hollis, R. M. Hunt, V.
F. Linder, J. H. M. Madden, H. A.
Plowden, J. D. Sanders, F. A. Spencer,
W. M. Thackston, and W. W. Webb.
The following have been appointed
as first lieutenants (platoon commanders) : K. W. Adds, W. D. Anderson,
E. L. Bolding, J. C. Burton, R. A.
Cole, W. W. Dillard, E. D. , Gandy,
G. B. Greene, H. C. Haigler, H. R.
Hood, H. L. Kirk, T. A. Kolb, W.
B. Leland, J. D. McBrearty, M. T.
McClanahan, C. A. McMahon, J. P.
McMillan, C. F. Marshall, H. E. New,
S. W. Page, D. T. Pope, B. G. Price,
J. T. Rivers, R. T. Rogers, S. D.
Smart, G. H. Stewart, J. R. Thode,
N. E. Tindall, and F. C. Wade.
Instead of the customary 26 second
lieutenants only 13 have been chosen,
due to a change in policy. They are
W. L. Abernathy, H. A. Black, J. D.
Brown, J. H. Cochran, J. Ms. Copt,
B. S. Hawkins, W. B. McConnell, C.
H. McLaurin, J. R. Register, C. M.
Salley, W. M.
Schumpert, T. S.
Strange, and L. D. Suggs.
Announcement of the eight
regimental and battalion commanders was
made at the June commencement exer-

t
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W. M. Howie will teach Vocational
SMITH, '06, HONORED
AS THE TIGER GOES
FORESTRY COURSES TO
Agriculture at Fairview High School,
TO PRESS NEWS OF
BE INCREASED STATES
(Continued from page one)
Leesville, S. C.
W. R. Smith, 'o5, has been elected,
THE RETIREMENT
OF
E. H. King is with the Soil Erosion
recently as Chairman of
the New
AGRICULTURAL
SCHOOL
THE CLEMSON
COMwood, S. C.
Survey, Spartanburg, S. C.
York section of the American Institute:
MANDANT,
COLONEL
L. -M. Dobson, after attending th*
N. C. Parks will teach Industrial
Clemson men everywhere and the of Electrical Engineers.
Clems«n Summer School has entered Education in the City High School at
R. JOHN WEST, FROM
Mr. Smith is a fellow in the Instipublic generally will be interested to
business in Greer, S. C.
Edgefield, S. C.
ACTIVE ARMY SERVICE
tute and has his engineering headleara that Clemson is increasing the
M. S. Abrams is assistant to the
P. W. Bane is with the Soil Eroiion
quarters at Newark, New Jersey.
IS RECEIVED HERE.
technician, U. S. Forestry Service, Service in Greenville and Spartanburg
number of courses offered in forestry.
The plan is to offer a major in the
Whitmire, S. C.
Counties.
JONES GETS DEGREE
W. G. Yaroborough is to coach ana
L. M. McCain is employed by the School, Kingstree, S. C.
School of Agriculture in this subject
R. L. Steer is operating a Dairy
teach in the Clio Public Schools at Carolina Power and Light Company at
FORESTERS NEEDED
Benson M. Jones, Class of '15 reat his home in Clinton, S. C.
Clio, S. C.
Florence, S. C.
The Southeast is one of the most ceived the professional degree of ElecF. Y. Duncan is with the Soil Eros- important forest regions of the United
R. H. Alien is working in the office
W. C. Dozier is with the Soil Erostrical Engineer from Clemson at Comion Service in Spartanburg County.
of th» II. S. Engineer Custom House, ion Project in Spartanburg, S. C.
States and there is every indication at mencement exercises this past June.
S. B. Knight is working in Asheville, the present time that a sound land
M. B. Self, Jr., will head the inausCharltston, S. C.
Mr. Jones is Planning Eng. for theT. N. Lide, is employed in the tr;al department in the Monroe Public N. C, during the summei.
planning policy will eventually result Daquesne Light Company of Pittsburgh.
J. R. Ellis is with the Soil Erosion in at least two-thirds of the land area
Land Uses Survey, Clemson College. Schools, Monroe, Ga.
Pa.
L. C. Gaines is draftsman with the
Q H. Rawlinson is with the Caro- Service in Spartanburg, S C.
of South Carolina being put permanW. F. Chapman will teach Voca- ently into forests. Men with training
C. M. Guest Sons, Laurens, S. C
i;na Light and Power Company at
Powerful Foes Await Tiger
tional Agriculture
at the
Boiling in forestry will be needed to manage
A. H. Skardon is. with the Soil Dillon, S. C.
Combine on Gridiron
F. P. Copeland is to be teacher of Springs High School, Route I, Spartan- and care for these forested areas.
Erosion Project, Spartanburg, S. C
(Continued from page six)
K. L. Faile is employed in a busi-' Vocational Agriculture at
Mountain burg, S. C.
Many of the larger farms of the state
ness establishment at Kershaw, S. C. j View High School at Taylors, S. C.
|
J- B. Gilbert has bsen elected to will have more than half of the land
But look it over and pass youiO. M. White is with the U. S. I
w. E. Lupo is working on his fath- teach Vocational Agriculture at the in forests, so that training in agriculown
opinion:
Bureau of Entomology at the Pee Dee ! er's farm at Dillon, S. C.
I Estill High School. Estill, S. C.
ture and forestry will go hand in
Sept. 22
Presbyterian College at
Experiment Station, Florence, S C.
r C. Brannon has been employed j
G. W. LeMitster, J. R. Hutcheson, hand.
Clemson
G. E. McGrew '33 who took Indus-! as herdsman for the Clemson College ' L. M. Andrews, and D. H. Atkinson
Sept. 29—Georgia Tech in Atlanta.
FORESTRY ELECTIVE
trial Education last year will teach Dairy Farm.
I are all working with the Soil Erosion
Oct. 6—Duke University at Durham
Under the new curriculum there are
Textile Industrial Education
at the
Johnson Craig is working with the Service in Spartanburg and .Greenville
Oct. 13
University of Kentucky at
certain courses required of all students
Textile Industrial Institute, Spartan- Soil Erosion Service in Spartanburg, ' Counties,
Lexington.
burg, S. C, in 1934-1935.
S. C.
|
W. W. Lindler will teach Vocational in the School of Agriculture. After
Oct. 25
South Carolina at ColumR. VV. Blakely is operating a Dairy
R. B. Shores has secured a position Agriculture in the St. Matthew High completing these required subjects men
bia
have their free choice of electives. The
at Greenville, S. C.
with the General Electric Company in School, St. Matthews, S. C.
Nov. 3—N. C. State at Raleigh
R. B. Eaton has a fellowship at Schenectady, N. Y.
I
H. H. Odell is with the Soil Eros- forestry courses will be available to
Nov. 10—University of Alabama at
all students who wish to elect them.
Cornell University for I934-I93SWallace Stewart is with the Soil ion Service in Spartanburg County.
Tuscaloosa
M. P. Nolan is teacher of Vocational In addition by electing sufficient work
M. S. Blitch is working at the Erosion Service in Spartanburg, S. C.
Nov. 17—Mercer University
at
Navy Yard, Charleston, S. C.
J. J. Cox is to be teacher of Voca- Agriculture in the Pendleton High in forestry men may graduate with a
Macon
School,
Pendleton,
S.
C.
major
in
this
subject.
W. E. Dargan is with the Soil tional Agriculture at Townville, S. (J.,
Nov. 29
Furman University
at
L. J. P. Stone is teacher of VocaClemson is the first and only instiErosion Project, Spartanburg, S. C.
|
A. W. Koon will be teacl.er of
Clemson
A. A. Langley is with the Allis- j Vocational Agriculture at Cowpens, S. ' tional Agriculture at Dacusville High tution in the state to offer work in
forestry.
Since forestry must have
Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Mil- C.
I School, Dacusville, S. C.
IF WE PLEASE YOU.
waukee, Wis.
C. B. Alexander is working with
J- M. Miller is with the Soil Eros- an important place in all plans looking
WE'RE SATISFIED
to more efficient utilization of our
J. S. Geer is with the Southern the Soil Erosion Service in Spartan ion Service in Spartanburg County.
Public Utilities, Anderson, S. C.
' burg and Greenville Counties.
C N- Clayton is doing research as land, everyone will be interested to
Visit the "Y" Barber Shop
W. D. Moss is with the Soil Use? I
J. T. Steppe is working with the holder of the Anderson Fellowship at know of the plans which this instituSurvey, Clemson College, S. C.
I Lexington Water Power Company at Clemson. : He is with the Bacteriology tion is making to meet the need for
and Botany Department.
more training in this field.
C. O. and N. P. Shuler, Jr., areV >hP Saluda Dam.
Fabvan. N. H.
1
M. I. Garber is connected with the
R. A. All will go with the Harts- ; Goodyear-Clearwater
Mills,
Cedarville Prini and Dye Works, Hartsville, ' town, S. C.
S. C.
H. L. McDonald will teach textiles
S. M. Newsome is with the Good- and general continuation work in the
year-Clearwater Mills, Rockmart, Ga. public schools of Ninety Six, S. C.
• F. M. Gray is with the Southern
W. G. Lynn is working at the
Dairies, Miami, Fla.
Clemson College Creamery.
W. C. Cobb will be with the PiedJ. T. Rouse is with the Goodyearmont Manufacturing Co., Piedmont, S. Clearwater Mills and is located at
Rockmart, Ga.
C.
J. N. Dobey is with the Soil Erosion
W. P. Rainey is employed at the
Project, Spartanburg, S. C.
Roadside Market at Clemson College.
J. E. Sherman is the Associated
G. J. Mobley will teach Vocational
Press correspondent, Clemson College, Agriculture at the Buford High School,
S. C.
Route 6, Lancaster, S. C. y
J. B. Barnwell is with the Inland
H. B. Boggs is employed with the
Water Way Survey with Headquarters Land Uses Survey at Clemson College.
at Myrtle Beach, S. C.
C. P. Cowherd plans to enter the
W. L. Schachte is with the South Theological Seminary in the fall.
Carolina Power Co., Charleston, S. C.
Crayton McCown and George HarR. F. Jenkins is with the Rock Hilt mon are working with the Soil ErosPrinting and Finishing Co., Rock Hill, 'on Service in Spartanburg County.
S. C.
J- R. Herndon is with the U. b,
C. W. Coons will teach Industrial Forestry Service as assistant to the
Education in the
Greenville City technician and located in Greenwood,
Schools, Greenville, S. C.
S. C.
p
A. M. Quattlebaum has a fellowship
- W. Goss is wth the Goodyearin Civil Engineering, Cornell University Clearwater Mills at Rockmart, Ga.
for next session.
D. H. Caughman is working in
E. R. Mclver is plant operator of , California; his address is not known1 ♦
the Cresent Dairies, Charleston, S. C. at this time.
. j ^*
J. H. Witherspoon is with the Soil !
C. w- Senn is herdsman for the J
Erosion Service, Spartanburg, S. C. J River View Dairy Farm at Rock Hill, j V
D. A. Barnes is with the Hartsville ^. C.
V
Print and Dye Works, Hartsville, S
J. E. Copeland is working with the <£♦
C.
Clemson College Extension Service in ! «♦
B. K. Sharpe is with the Victor FI°rence, S. C.
j X
Monaghan Mills, Greenville, S. C.
J- K- Hope and Bryce M. Latham &
. E. M. Walker is with the Soil are working with the Soil Ero ion J^
Erosion Service, Spartanburg, S. C.
Service in Spartanburg, S. C.
R. W. Roberts is with the Land
R. P. Smoak has been employed 4
Uses Survey at Clemson College.
by the Easley High School to teach *f
F. H. Cunningham is with Mills j Vocational Agriculture.
j V
Mill, Woodruff, S. C.
Murray Wood is with
the
ScM ***
JOU
>
P. S. Williamon is with the Soil ] Erosion Service in Spartanburg and ♦*♦
Greenville Counties
Erosion Service, Spartanburg, S. C.
Morris Knigoff is with the Renfrew
J. T. McKinney is doing GovernBleachery, Travelers Rest S. C.
ment Survey work; his exact address
G. M. Barnette, Jr. is operator ot at this time is not known.
the Clemson College Creamery.
R. H. Middleton is Surveyor for
S. McCOLLUM, CONNECTED WITH THE BUSINESS FOR 26
C. L. Beaudrot is assistant to the the Cotton Acreage Reduction, and
YEARS, IS NOW OWNER
technician, U. S. Forest Service, Green- later he will be employed by the U. S.
wood, S. C.
Forestry Service.

GRADUATES BET JOBS

BAILEY & CAMPBELL
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WHEN YOU NEED

Anything in the Drug Store Line

WHEN YOU WANT
To Meet Your Friends
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O. B. Lynes, Jr., is employed by the
P. R. Her is working at Callaway
Mills at LaGrange, Ga.
Unity Cotton Mills, La Grange, Ga.
C. E. Lacey is with the Soil Erosion
J. L. Mack will teach Vocational
at Spartanburg, S. C.
Agriculture at he Kinjjstree
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The OificM College Book and Supply Store
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